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Technology based 
innovation

e.g. NTNU screening weeks



http://goo.gl/eW69l4



No solution can be better than the 
problem that it is supposed to solve.

… all about the interplay
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Multidisciplinary team 
Solving power - different points of view

NGOs
Problems worth solving – driving the solution if successful

CERN 
Technology feasibility support - inspiration
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http://goo.gl/pYexET

Methodology



3-6 Months, Global teams, Kick off and 

Gala at CERN, Human centered design



Aalto University Finland - Engineering, Art & Design, Business 

based 

NTUA Greece - Architecture based

UNIMORE Reggio Emilia - Business Engineering based

ESADE + IED + UPC Barcelona - Business, Engineering and 

Design based

Swinburne Australia - Product Design based

NTNU Norway - Product Development based



Needfinding  Solution generation Proof of concept



Projects sharing space

is important



“What, CERN is 
helping autistic 
children…?”

- Average 
Josephine



CERN missions:
Research: Seeking and finding answers to questions about the Universe

Technology: Advancing the frontiers of technology

Collaborating: Bringing nations together through science

Education: Training the scientists of tomorrow
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CERN missions:



Team Ampere:
Enhance the mobility of people who 
have lost it

















So, how’s it going?



Media seems to like 
it…



Universities seem to 
like it…

Strengthening ESADE’s two focus areas: innovation and 

entrepreneurship

• CBI supports creating startup teams with technical capabilities and 

allows working on an opportunity related to a technology

 new kinds of projects entering ESADE’s accelerator 

program

 E.g. Well2Go (CBI2015)

 E.g. New project on safety bracelet for elderly developed by 

students who met in the CBI course (CBI2015)

• Attracting innovation-minded students: CBI has been a reason to 

choose to study at ESADE



CERN seems to like 
it…



What have we learnt?



Collaboration with 
NGO’s is NOT TRIVIAL 

Better shelter, 
Fundació Finestrelles…
CBI 2016



Present needs

Applying DT 
methodology is 
NOT TRIVIAL

Future needs

forecasting

backcasting?



Technology transfer is 
NOT TRIVIAL 
Approach I Combine project teams with research groups.

Learning Acronym jungle doesn’t make it easy to approach the technologies (designers were 

freaking out) – need a better interphase. Results depend on the phase of the research project.



Technology transfer is 
NOT TRIVIAL 
Approach II Taking a CERN researchers as mentor to look at the concepts the teams are 

creating and making links to relevant technologies and people

Learning Better, but the linking technologies highly depend on the mentors



Technology transfer is 
NOT TRIVIAL 
Approach III Taking a member of the KT group as a mentor to interphase with the teams

Learning Approach seems viable, as the KT group can offer an overview of multiple 

technologies

To improve How to best bring the technology in as first inspiration and then as an enabler? 

How to lower the threshold to engage people even when in the middle of process “this is not 

good enough to show… its just an idea…”? Emphasizing co-creation and mixing thinking 

styles?



Research



Research at CERN looks at interaction between particles

Research at CBI looks at interaction between team members

ME310@Stanford PDP@Aalto IDBM@Aalto



Center for Design Research at 

Stanford

Larry Leifer



Theory Practice



Though design is not science, there are benefits in 

understanding better, what is going on.



Example from CBI II

What kind of difference does testing make?

How can we measure that?



Egg drop challenge revised

Martin Steinert & Carlo Kriesi at NTNU

A: Not allowed to test the design

B: Made to test the design

Measured height will tell numerical 

difference between testing and not 

testing.

+ confidence
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Example from CBI II

What kind of difference does testing make?

How can we measure that?

69cm / 175cm

44%



Another example from CBI

How can we best support you in your work – where are the 

problems?



Another example from CBI

How can we best support you in your work – where are the 

problems?

Research already states that e.g. prototyping and decision making 

are challenging … but which is more difficult and why?

vs





= Virtual work is VERY difficult



Example from Innovation for Change & CBI

What are the best starting points for a project?



beginning





afterbeginning



What does knowledge 

transfer think?



What does knowledge 

transfer think?


